Just Thinking
Treasure Hunt
Unit 1
1. The captain said, “We’re gonna be in the Hudson.”
What is the Hudson? a river / a road / a landing strip
2. Page 28: List at least two products we use that were developed because of the NASA space
program. _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________
Unit 2
3. a. According to page 40, who laughs more - young children or adults? ____________
b. Find the sentence that supports ( )תומכתyour answer. __________________________
4. In this unit you will read three movie reviews.
a. Which movie did the reviewer like the best? _________________________________
b. How do you know? ____________________________________________________
Unit 3
5. Pages 74-75:
a. Who is the author of The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde? _____________
b. What year did he write this story? ______
c. Dr. Jekyll was __________________. Mr. Hyde was ______________________.
6. Pages 81-82:
a. Nancy Wake was a famous reporter / spy / singer during World War I / World War II.
b. What name did the Gestapo call her? ________________
Extra: Nancy Wake became the leader of a New Zealand newspaper / the French Resistance.
7. Page 86: Which novels did Ian Fleming write? __________________________
Bonus: Name a movie based on one of his novels. _______________________
Unit 4
8. Page 109:
a. Laura Dekker is ______ years old.
b. Laura wants to ride her bike / sail a boat around the world with a friend / alone.
9. Page 119:
Kay LeClaire was ______ years old when she _________________ Mt. Everest.
Bonus: If you could do something like this, what would it be? Explain your answer.
__________________________________________________________________
10. Pages 128:
At age 14, Ashley asked her mother for $8. She was offered ____ in March 2006 for her website.
Unit 5
11. Page 148:
In 1955, Rosa Parks was not allowed to drive a car / sit in the front of the bus.
12. Page 149:
Jason McElwain was born with _____________ and loved to play ________________.
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Answer Key
1. a river
2. beds, gel pack, invisible braces, water filter
3. a. young children
b.Young children laugh 300-400 times a day.
4. a. Freaky Friday
b. It has four stars.
5. a. Robert Lewis Stevenson
b. 1885
c. Dr. Jekyll was a well-known, respected doctor and scientist.
Mr. Hyde was small, ugly and hairy and an evil man.
6. a. Reporter
b. Little Mouse
Extra: French Resistance
7. James Bond
8. a.13
b. sail a boat, alone
9. 60, climbed
10. 1.5 million dollars
11. sit in the front of the bus
12. autism, basketball
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